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DOOR LOCKING TEST
NOTE - Perform steps 1 to 7 with the door open.

STEP 1 – Separate outer door from inner door.

STEP 2 – Press and hold silver snib in on main lock body to “trick” the inner door into thinking it has been 
closed in its frame noting what happens to the main black tongue when you press the snib (it should engage 
fully out).

STEP 3 – Engage the top and bottom remote locking tongues by moving outer handle left on right hand 
hinged door or right on left hand hinged door and the tongues will pop out.

STEP 4 – Lock the door with the key & once it’s locked try pressing each tongue in, they may move a mm or 2 
but won’t retract. Press harder and try again, they will stay engaged.

STEP 5 – Unlock the door using the key.

STEP 6 – Flick the outer handle right and/or left to move top and bottom tongues back in again to reset the 
main tongue. It should remain out but not as far out as it was when you pressed the silver snib.

STEP 7 – Repeat Steps 2 – 5 but using the inner/inside locking mechanism (diamond shaped) and the inner 
door handle.

STEP 8 – If all the above works as it should, then the door appears to be functioning correctly. Move on to 
the next step.

STEP 9 - Slowly close the inner door watching the main lock black tongue carefully to see if it clicks out 
when it reaches the recess/cut-out in the striker plate. An audible click should be heard as it extends into the 
recess. 
If there is no “click” then grab a butterknife (or similar) and slide it in between the frame and the silver snib 
to activate and extend the main lock black tongue into the closed position. (Note – the door is not locked at 
this stage). Using the knife on the snib to extend the main lock black tongue suggests that the gap between 
frame and snib is too great and a spacer may need to be placed behind the striker plate to reduce this gap.

STEP 10 – After engaging the middle tongue, flick the door handle to engage the top and bottom tongues. 
Grab the door by the metal grill near the upper tongue and shake it, near the lower tongue and shake it. If it 
rattles continue shaking it and look at what is happening at the main lock black tongue and the silver snib in 
particular. 
The snib will show signs of wear in that it will have a flat end to it and not a radiused or slightly curved point 
as it should. This wear would also contribute to the main door lock tongue not engaging as it should in the 
striker plate recess and would suggest that the issue is not with the operation of the door but more the door 
frame isn’t installed square or the striker plate(s) need realignment and this should be addressed by the 
manufacturer or by a qualified experienced repairer if out of the warranty period.

Please note – it is not a requirement to hold the outer door handle up when locking your door, you can let it 
return to its usual position as you only do this to engage the upper, middle, and lower black locking tongues.


